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Abstract—The next generation WiFi such as IEEE 802.11ad
and 802.11ay can provide stringent Quality of Service (QoS)
due to its support of contention free channel access called
Service Period. IEEE 802.11ad supports two types of user
traffic: isochronous and asynchronous. These user traffic need
guaranteed Service Period duration before their periods. Hence,
admission control plays an important role in an IEEE 802.11ad
system. In an earlier work we studied admission control only
for isochronous requests. In this paper, we present admission
control and scheduling algorithms which can handle both types
of requests. We devise a proportional fair and linear run time
complexity algorithm that treats asynchronous requests as peri-
odic requests, because of which it overallocates resources to the
asynchronous requests. The conditions of possible performance
loss due to this overallocation are analyzed. We provide detailed
simulation results which show that presence of asynchronous
request degrades performance of isochronous requests in terms
of number of admitted requests and channel utilization. But, the
smaller number of admitted isochronous requests perform better
in terms of channel allocation time and delay.

Index Terms—admission control, scheduling, IEEE 802.11ad,
MAC, isochronous, asynchronous

I. INTRODUCTION

Availability of a large amount of unlicensed bandwidth in

the millimeter wave (mmWave) 60 GHz band and proliferation

of high data rate and low latency applications, such as Virtual

Reality, 8K TV, have led to development of standards for

the next generation WiFi such as IEEE 802.11ad and its

successor 802.11ay. IEEE 802.11ad Medium Access Control

(MAC) has two types of user traffic: isochronous and asyn-

chronous. Isochronous traffic is a periodic traffic which must

be allocated certain minimum service period (SP) duration

in every period. An SP is allocated to a pair of stations to

have a guaranteed contention free communication between

them. Asynchronous traffic, on the other hand, is a one time

request. One of the ways asynchronous traffic is requested is

using Add Traffic Stream (ADDTS) request for channel time

in subsequent scheduling periods [1]. Hence, the admitted

asynchronous request must be guaranteed its requested SP

duration before its deadline. In [2], we presented admission

control and scheduling algorithms for only isochronous traffic

in an IEEE 802.11ad system. However, a real IEEE 802.11ad

system will have both kinds of traffic. In this paper, we present

admission control and scheduling algorithms which can handle

both isochronous and asynchronous requests and hence, is

more suitable for a real IEEE 802.11ad system.

Our admission control algorithm, called Admission Control

for Isochronous and Asynchronous Requests (ACIAR) deals

with asynchronous requests as if they are periodic requests.

This enables us to apply admission criterion used in the

Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling for periodic Cen-

tral Processing Unit (CPU) tasks in a realtime system [3]

and then use EDF to schedule the requests. However, the

ACIAR algorithm overallocates resources to asynchronous

requests since it allocates resources for multiple periods of

the asynchronous requests. Hence, it may lead to performance

loss. We provide a detailed analysis of the conditions when

possible performance loss may occur due to the overallocation.

However, our analysis as well as simulation results show that if

the load of asynchronous requests is low, then the performance

loss occurs only at high load of isochronous requests. Apart

from our earlier work in [2], as far as we know, the only

other experimental study of admission control and schedul-

ing for mmWave WiFi system (e.g., IEEE 802.11ad) was

reported in [4]. In that work, the authors present a max-min

fair scheduling algorithm, but the algorithm does not handle

asynchronous requests and has a cubic run time complexity

in terms of number of requests. In contrast ACIAR, while

being proportionally fair, can handle both isochronous and

asynchronous requests and has a linear run time complexity

in terms of number of requests. To the best our knowledge,

ACIAR is the first admission control algorithm for IEEE

802.11ad that can handle both isochronous and asynchronous

requests.

We present detailed performance results of ACIAR algo-

rithm with respect to different performance metrics. Especially,

we investigate the impact of asynchronous traffic on the

performance of isochronous traffic. Our results show that

the presence of asynchronous requests cause the system to

admit lesser number of isochronous requests and the admitted

isochronous requests achieve lower channel utilization. How-

ever, the performance of those admitted isochronous requests

in terms of other metrics such as amount of channel time

allocated to each request and delay is better when they share

the system with asynchronous requests. Our simulation results

on overallocation show that the ACIAR algorithm may incur



performance loss when the system runs with a very high

isochronous request load.

II. ADMISSION CONTROL AND SCHEDULING OF

ISOCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS TRAFFIC

A. IEEE 802.11ad Medium Access

The medium access duration in IEEE 802.11ad is divided

into an infinite sequence of time intervals, called Beacon

Interval (BI). The length of a BI duration is specified in Time

Units (TU), where 1TU = 1024µs. A BI has two parts: a Bea-

con Header Interval (BHI) followed by a Data Transmission

Interval (DTI). The DTI is primarily used for data transmission

among IEEE 802.11ad Stations (STAs) and Personal Basic

Service Set (PBSS) Control Point/Access Point (PCP/AP).

An IEEE 802.11ad station can access the channel in a DTI

using Contention Based Access Period (CBAP) or Service

Period (SP) mechanism. When using CBAP, a station uses a

contention based scheme called Enhanced Distributed Channel

Access (EDCA) [1]. An SP, on the other hand, is used between

two stations or between a station and its PCP/AP to have a

contention free channel access. Before a DTI period starts,

the schedules of CBAP and SP in a DTI are broadcast by the

PCP/AP to its stations in a Directional Multi Gigabit (DMG)

Beacon frame in the Beacon Transmission Interval (BTI) or

in the Announce frame in the Announcement Transmission

Interval (ATI) of the BHI [1].

B. IEEE802.11ad Traffic Parameters

The Traffic Specification (TSpec) element in the ADDTS

request carries the traffic parameters for which resources

need to be allocated. For isochronous requests, channel time

allocation duration is repeated in every period, whereas for

asynchronous traffic, allocation is one time. The main traffic

parameters (used in the DMG TSpec frame) of isochronous

traffic are [1], [2]:

• Allocation Period (P): Period over which allocation re-

peats. It can be an integer multiple or integer fraction of

a BI.

• Minimum Allocation (Cmin): Minimum acceptable allo-

cation in microseconds in each allocation period. If the

request is accepted, the PCP/AP must guarantee at least

this duration to the STA in every allocation period.

• Maximum Allocation (Cmax): Requested allocation in

microseconds in each allocation period. This is the max-

imum duration that can be allocated to the user in each

allocation period.

Asynchronous requests also use the same DMG TSpec param-

eters. However, the minimum allocation is one time allocation

that must be done before the allocation period (or deadline).

Maximum allocation field is reserved.

C. Modeling of Isochronous and Asynchronous Traffic

A request Ti is an isochronous (resp. asynchronous) request

when Ti.reqType is ISO (resp. ASYN). The period, minimum

allocation, maximum allocation of an isochronous request Ti

are denoted by Ti.P, Ti.C
min and Ti.C

max respectively. The

actual (or operational) channel time allocation to isochronous

request Ti is denoted as Ti.C
op and should satisfy Ti.C

min ≤
Ti.C

op ≤ Ti.C
max. The period (or deadline) and minimum

allocation of asynchronous request Ti are denoted by Ti.P and

Ti.C
min respectively. The operational allocation Ti.C

op, in this

case, is equal to Ti.C
min. An isochronous request has allocation

request in every period. Such allocation requests are referred

to as jobs of the request. Since an asychronous request does

not repeat beyond its deadline, it has exactly one job in its

lifetime. A job of a request becomes ready to be allocated

at the beginning of its period, which is referred to as the

release time of the job. A job of a request may be allocated one

contiguous block or it may be broken into multiple fragments

to fit smaller idle durations in the BI.

D. CPU Scheduling of Periodic Tasks

CPU scheduling of periodic tasks has been extensively

studied in the literature [3], [5]–[7]. Due to periodic property

of isochronous traffic, its scheduling can be designed using

the theories developed for CPU scheduling of periodic tasks.

A periodic task in CPU scheduling has two parameters (Ci, Pi),

where Ci is the duration of the task and Pi is the period as well

as the deadline of the task. The feasibility or admissibility of

a set of n preemptive periodic tasks for an EDF scheduler is

given by [3]
n

∑
i=1

Ci

Pi

≤ 1. (1)

E. Admission Control of Isochronous and Asynchronous Re-

quests

The TSpec of isochronous traffic has a range of duration,

unlike the CPU scheduling of a task which has a single

duration. So, an admission control algorithm not only deter-

mines whether a new request can be admitted or not, but also

computes Cop. We are able to use the admissibility criteria

Eq. (1) by treating asynchronous requests as periodic.

Let us assume that there are (n−1) requests, running at their

respective Cops, already in the system. The newly arriving nth

request, Tn, which could be an isochronous or asynchronous

request, has the operational allocation C
op
n . Then Tn is admitted

if and only if

U +
C

op
n

Pn

≤ 1, (2)

where U = ∑
(n−1)
i=1

C
op
i
Pi

is the utilization of the system due to

already admitted requests.

The admissibility criterion specified in Eq. (2) is realized in

Algorithm 1 which shows our ACIAR algorithm. If the sum

of utilization of existing isochronous requests, asynchronous

request and the new request, based on their Cmin, is more

than 1, then the new request is rejected (Line 7). Otherwise,

surplus utilization over the Cmin-based utilization is calculated

(Line 8). The surplus is distributed to every isochronous

request in a proportionally fair manner. Fairness is guaranteed

by making sure that
Tj .C

op−Tj .C
min

Tj .Cmax−Tj .Cmin is the same for every

isochronous requests Tj (Line 15). Note that when
Usurplus

∆utot
is



greater than 1, it implies that there is enough surplus for every

isochronous request to be allocated its Cmax. That is why the

term min(1,
Usurplus

∆utot
) is used in Line 15 to prevent Tj.C

op going

above Tj.C
max. Noting the for loops in Line 12 and in Line 14,

each of which iterates over all the isochronous requests (niso in

number) in the system, it is clear that the run time complexity

of our ACIAR algorithm is O(niso).

Algorithm 1 Admission Control for Isochronous and Asyn-

chronous Requests (ACIAR)

1: input: the new request Tn, the set of existing isochronous requests Siso

and the set of existing asynchronous requests Sasync

2: output: ACCEPT or REJECT; Cop of each isochronous request if the
new request is accepted.

3: reqType = Tn.reqType

4: umin
new =

Tn .C
min
n

Tn .Pn

5: Umin
iso = ∑Ti∈Siso

Ti .C
min

Ti .P

6: Umin
async = ∑Ti∈Sasync

Ti .C
min

Ti .P

7: if (Umin
iso +Umin

async +umin
new)> 1 then return REJECT

8: Usurplus = 1− (Umin
iso +Umin

async +umin
new)

9: if (reqType == ISO) then Siso = Siso ∪{Tn}
10: else Sasync = Sasync ∪{Tn}

11: ∆utot = 0
12: for each Tj ∈ Siso do

13: ∆utot = ∆utot +
Tj .C

max−Tj .C
min

Tj .P

14: for each Tj ∈ Siso do

15: Tj.C
op = Tj.C

min +min(1,
Usurplus

∆utot
) · (TJ .C

max −Tj.C
min)

16: return ACCEPT

The EDF scheduling of admitted requests can be summed

up as follows. The jobs of all the requests in a given BI are

sorted in a non-decreasing order of their deadline. The jobs are

picked from this sorted list one at a time. A job is allocated its

Cop duration in the first available space in the BI (which must

be after its release time). If the available space is not long

enough to accommodate its Cop, then the job is fragmented,

with the first fragment fully occupying the first available space

and the second fragment taken to the next empty space. If the

next empty space is long enough, then the second fragment

is allocated there. Otherwise, the second fragment is further

fragmented into two and the process repeats until the job is

fully allocated.

F. Effect of Overallocation to Asynchronous Request

We now discuss the effect of overallocation due to consid-

eration of asynchronous request as periodic. Let Uasync and

Umin
iso respectively be the minimum utilization of all admitted

asynchronous and isochronous requests in the system, i.e.,

Uasync = ∑
Ti∈Sasync

Ti.C
min

Ti.P
, (3)

Umin
iso = ∑

Ti∈Siso

Ti.C
min

Ti.P
. (4)

Let Umin =Uasync +Umin
iso be the total utilization of the system

based on minimum duration allocated to isochronous requests.

As per the EDF admission control criterion

Umin
iso +Uasync ≤ 1. (5)

Fig. 1: Analysis of Performance Loss due to Overallocation

Assume that an isochronous request Tm+1 with traffic param-

eters Cmin
m+1,C

max
m+1,Pm+1 arrives. Let umin

m+1 =
Cmin

m+1

Pm+1
. There are

three cases to consider as follows.

Case 1 : umin
m+1 ≤(1−Umin), (6)

Case 2 : umin
m+1 >(1−Umin

iso ), (7)

Case 3 :(1−Umin)< umin
m+1 ≤(1−Umin

iso ). (8)

Note that Umin ≥ Umin
iso and hence, Case 2 implies umin

m+1 >
(1−Umin). When Eq. (6) is satisfied ACIAR algorithm would

accept Tm+1. When Eq. (7) or Eq. (8) holds, then it would

reject the request. However, when Eq. (8) holds, umin
m+1 is

more than available utilization (1−Umin) which includes the

utilization of asynchronous requests which are considered

periodic. Hence, there could be performance loss when Eq. (8)

holds.

Using Umin =Uasync +Umin
iso in Case 3, we have

umin
m+1 > (1− (Uasync +Umin

iso )),

i.e., umin
m+1 +Uasync > (1−Umin

iso ). (9)

Also from Case 3, we have

umin
m+1 ≤ (1−Umin

iso ). (10)

From Eq. (5), we have

Uasync ≤ (1−Umin
iso ). (11)

So, when Eqs. (9), (10) and (11) are satisfied there may be

performance loss.

Let us now derive the probability of performance loss.

Assume that the values of minimum utilization of a new

isochronous request, umin
m+1 and the total utilization of asyn-

chronous requests, Uasync vary uniform randomly between

[0, p] and [0, q] respectively, where 0 < p < 1, 0 < q < 1

and p ≤ q. The shaded area in Figure 1 shows the region in

which the three conditions given in Eqs. (9), (10) and (11) are

satisfied for a given (1−Umin
iso ) = S, S ≤ p ≤ q. The probability

of performance loss is the ratio of area of the shaded isosceles

right angle triangle to the area of rectangle of sides p and q.

Thus, the probability of performance loss is
1
2 ·S·S

pq
= S2

2pq
. Due

to space limitation we are not able to provide the analysis for

other ranges of S, but can easily be done with suitable changes

to the geometries in Figure 1. As S increases beyond q, this

probability goes down and eventually goes to zero, when there

is no intersection of the corresponding isosceles right angle

triangle of sides S with the rectangle of sides p and q. Thus,

if q is small, then performance loss occurs only at low values

of S, i.e., at high values of Umin
iso .



TABLE I: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value

Arrival of requests Poisson distributed with mean request
arrival rate (λ) varied from 5 to 50
requests/BI

Maximum allocation duration
(Cmax)

uniformly distributed between [10,
100] µs per BI

Allocation interval ratio
(Cmin/Cmax)

uniformly distributed between [0.5, 1]

Lifetime of isochronous re-
quests

normally distributed with mean = 100
BI and stdev = 10 BI

Integer that defines integer frac-
tion or integer multiple of BI as
period of isochronous requests

uniformly distributed between [1, 5]

Duration of each run 1000 BI

BI duration 102 400 µs

TABLE II: Configuration Description
Configuration Denoted as Description

Config 0 async 0 No asynchronous requests, i.e., all ar-
riving requests are isochronous

Config 1 async 30 1 9 30 % of arriving requests are asyn-
chronous whose deadlines are uni-
formly distributed between [1, 9] BIs

Config 2 async 30 1 23 30 % of arriving requests are asyn-
chronous whose deadlines are uni-
formly distributed between [1, 23] BIs

Config 3 async 50 1 9 50 % of arriving requests are asyn-
chronous whose deadlines are uni-
formly distributed between [1, 9] BIs

Config 4 async 50 1 23 50 % of arriving requests are asyn-
chronous whose deadlines are uni-
formly distributed between [1, 23] BIs

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Performance Metrics

The overall goal of our performance evaluation is to observe

the impact of presence of asynchronous requests on the perfor-

mance of isochronous requests. So, the performance metrics

used to evaluate our ACIAR algorithm are defined with respect

to isochronous requests.

• Acceptance Ratio (AR) : It is the ratio of the number

of isochronous requests admitted to the total number of

arriving requests.

• BI Utilization (BU): This is the fraction of a BI duration

allocated to isochronous requests.

• Allocation Efficiency (AE): For an isochronous request

Ti, it is defined as
Ti.C

op
i −Ti.C

min
i

Ti.C
max
i −Ti.C

min
i

. A higher AE translates

to higher throughput for an application.

• Normalized Delay: The normalized delay of a job of an

isochronous request is the difference of time instance of

the end of allocation of the last fragment and the release

time of the job, normalized with respect to the period of

the request. It is an indicator of packet level delay.

B. Simulation Experiment Design

We have developed a python based simulator that imple-

ments our ACIAR algorithm. Table I lists the simulation

parameters used in our experiments and their values. Note

that Cmin is computed by multiplying the randomly generated

allocation interval ratio (Cmin/Cmax) with randomly generated

Cmax. The experiments are carried out in two scenarios with

respect to isochronous requests: i) when periods of all the

isochronous requests are integer multiple of a BI (Scenario 1),

ii) when periods of all the isochronous requests are integer

fraction of a BI (Scenario 2). Scenario 1 simulates applica-

tions requiring low data rate (e.g., IoT applications), whereas

Scenario 2 represents applications requiring high data rate

and low delay (e.g., streaming video). In each scenario, we

mix asynchronous requests with isochronous requests in five

different ways giving rise to five configurations as listed in

Table II. Config 0 acts as the baseline configuration against

which the impact of asynchronous requests can be observed.

Note that the mean deadline of asynchronous requests in

Config 1 is lower than that in Config 2. Same is the case

between Config 3 and Config 4.

C. Experiment Results

From Figure 2, in Scenario 1, at low λ, Config 0 achieves

AR of 1.0. At low λ, system utilization is low and hence, the

ACIAR is able to accept all requests. As λ increases towards

a large value AR starts to drop due to high load. But in

other configurations (Config 1 to Config 4), at low λ, AR

of isochronous requests stay flat at a value below 1.0 until

λ becomes large, when AR starts to drop. In these configura-

tions isochronous requests share resources with asynchronous

requests and hence, cannot attain AR of 1.0 at low λ. In fact,

the value of AR at these low λ is approximately equal to the

percentage of isochronous requests arriving to the system. For

example, in Config 1, isochronous requests constitute 70 %

of the requests and the AR value is approximately 0.7 at

low λ values. This means that almost all isochronous and

asynchronous requests are accepted into the system at low λ

values. Comparing Config 1 with Config 2, we observe that

there is not much difference of AR value between them at

low λ. Mean deadline of asynchronous requests in Config 2

is higher than in Config 1. So, the asynchronous requests stay

longer in the system in Config 2, but that does not affect

the AR performance at low λ values since there are enough

resources available. But at high λ values, Config 2 has slightly

lower AR than Config 1 since overallocation of resources to

asynchronous requests remains in effect for longer duration

due to longer deadline of the asynchronous requests. AR of

Config 3 and Config 4 is lower than Config 1 and Config 2

since they have higher percentage of asynchronous requests in

the system. Relative AR performance across configurations in

Scenario 2 is very similar to Scenario 1.

Observing Figure 3, BI utilization increases as λ increases

in both scenarios and in all configurations. But after a certain

λ value, BI utilization tapers off and stays flat. At those

high λ values, the system is fully loaded (with the rest of

the utilization taken up by asynchronous requests) and hence,

there is no room to increase the BI utilization. BI utilization

of Config 0 is the highest, since all the arriving requests

are isochronous requests. In this configuration, isochronous

requests are able to use up almost all the BI duration and



(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2

Fig. 2: Acceptance Ratio of Isochronous Requests vs. Mean Request Arrival Rate

(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2

Fig. 3: Average BI Utilization of Isochronous Request vs. Mean Request Arrival Rate

achieve BI utilization close to 1.0 at high λ values. When the

fraction of asynchronous requests is higher, BI utilization of

isochronous requests is lower (e.g., BI utilization of Config 3

is lower than Config 1), since asynchronous requests occupy

more BI duration. When the percentage of asynchronous

requests is same between two configurations, but the mean

deadline is longer, then BI utilization of isochronous requests

is lower (e.g., BI utilization of Config 2 is lower than Config 1).

When mean deadline of asynchronous requests is longer, they

stay in the system for a longer duration and hence, isochronous

requests occupy less BI duration. Relative performances of

different configurations in Scenario 2 are very similar to

Scenario 1.

Figure 4 shows the change in median of average AE of

the isochronous requests as mean arrival rate of requests (λ)

increases. To compute the average AE of a given request, AE

is computed in every period and averaged over its lifetime.

Then the median of average AEs of the requests is plotted.

For both scenarios, median AE starts at 1.0 but at high λ,

it starts to drop and eventually becomes 0.0. At low λ, the

system is lightly loaded and hence, isochronous requests are

able to run at their Cmax (AE = 1.0). But as load increases,

the Cop starts to drop, eventually becoming Cmin. Config 3

has higher AE than Config 1, since it has lower percentage of

isochronous requests (and higher percentage of asynchronous

requests). Asynchronous requests take less resources than

isochronous requests (since they leave the system relatively

quickly). Hence, each isochronous request gets more Cop in

Config 3 compared to Config 1. In addition, in Config 3 there

are less number of isochronous requests in the system than

Config 1 and hence, more Cop could be allocated to each

isochronous request in Config 3. Similarly, Config 4 has better

AE than Config 2. When percentage of asynchronous requests

is the same, but mean deadline is longer, then AE is lower,

e.g., Config 2 has lower AE than Config 1 at high λ. In this

case, since asynchronous requests stay longer in the system,

isochronous requests get less resources. Config 0 has the worst

AE since all the requests are isochronous which require more

resources. Relative performance across different configurations

is similar in Scenario 2.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show median of average normalized

delay (AvND) of isochronous requests in the two scenarios as

λ increases. For a given request, normalized delay is computed

in every period and then averaged over its lifetime to obtain

AvND. Then the median AvND of the requests is plotted. In

both scenarios as λ increases initially AvND increases which is

expected due to the increase in load. However, in Scenario 1,

in every configuration, after AvND peaks, it starts to drop.

Around when AvND peaks, AE starts to drop towards zero

(see Figures 4(a)). Hence, Cop drops and moves towards Cmin,

which causes delay to decrease. Remember that the Cmin and

Cmax are randomly generated as a “per BI” value. Then, for

Scenario 1, they are scaled up to the multiple BI period,

whereas for Scenario 2, they are scaled down to fraction BI

period. Thus, when Cop decreases towards Cmin, the change



(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2

Fig. 4: Median of Average Allocation Efficiency of Isochronous Requests vs. Mean Request Arrival Rate

(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2

Fig. 5: Median AvND of Isochronous Requests vs. Mean Request Arrival Rate

(a) Scenario 1 (30 % asynchronous traffic) (b) Scenario 1 (50 % asynchronous traffic)

Fig. 6: Values of Utilization of Isochronous and Asynchronous Requests when Potential Performance Loss may Occur

is much higher in Scenario 1 than in Scenario 2. The large

drop in Cop leads to lower delay. Hence, in Scenario 1, delay

drops after peaking and later becomes almost flat when Cop

equals Cmin. In Scenario 2, the drop in Cop is not much when

Cop moves towards Cmin. Hence, the delay in Scenario 2, after

peaking either drops slightly or continues almost flat in all

the configurations. Comparing AvND across configurations in

Scenario 1, we notice that Config 0 has the worst performance

since the number of isochronous requests in the system is the

highest in this configuration. Config 1 and 2 have the next

highest number of isochronous requests and hence they have

better performance than Config 0, but are worse than Config 3

and Config 4. Relative performances across configurations is

very similar in Scenario 2. So, in general, we observe that at

low load, delay performance of admitted isochronous request

becomes better as more asynchronous requests are admitted to

the system.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show scatter plot of values of (Umin
iso ,

Uasync) when an isochronous request is rejected and all the

three conditions given in Eqs. (9), 10) and (11) are satisfied in

Scenario 1. This is the case when potential performance loss

(of rejecting the isochronous request) may occur. In Figure 6(a)

and 6(b) we see that those conditions are satisfied when Umin
iso

is very high. When asynchronous percentage is 30 %, the

situation starts to arise at a slightly higher Uiso than when

asynchronous percentage is 50 %. This is because, with lower

asynchronous request load, Umin
iso has to be higher so that

Eq. (9) is satisfied. When mean deadline of asynchronous



requests increases (while the percentage remains the same), the

performance loss starts at a lower Umin
iso . With longer deadlines,

the asynchronous requests stay longer and effectively increase

the asynchronous utilization. Hence, the performance loss con-

dition of Eq. (11) is satisfied at a lower Umin
iso . The performance

in Scenario 2 is very similar, but we do not present the graphs

due to space limitation.

IV. RELATED WORK

IEEE 802.11ad channel access has been analytically mod-

eled by researchers. SP and CBAP mode of channel access

has been modeled as a 3D Markov chain in [8]. A Markov

chain based analytical model for CBAP allocation is presented

in [9]. The model takes the presence of SP allocation, deafness

and hidden node problems due to directional antennas into

account during CBAP. A study of worst case delay of packets

transmitted through SP allocation using an analytical model

for SP access is presented in [10]. They also formulate a

method for optimal allocation sharing between SP and CBAP.

Scheduling of a multimedia flow that uses SP channel access is

analytically modeled in [11]. The model accounts for channel

errors.

Very little work has been reported in the field of exper-

imental study of admission control and scheduling of SP

and CBAP channel allocation. A max-min fair algorithm for

admission control and scheduling of isochronous traffic using

SP allocation is presented in [4]. But it does not handle

asynchronous traffic. Two application scenarios considered in

that work are very simple. In the first scenario, all applica-

tions have the same parameter values whereas in the second

scenario, the applications choose one set of parameter values

out of only two predetermined set of values. It considers

only the case when the periods of isochronous requests are

integer fraction of a BI. Their algorithm has a cubic run time

complexity in terms of number of requests. In contrast, our

algorithm has a linear run time complexity and can handle

both isochronous and asynchronous requests and do not have

any restrictions in terms of their periods. A reinforcement

learning (RL) based scheduling of SP allocation is studied

in [12]. Using Q-learning paradigm and through interaction

with the network deployment scenario, it finds the optimal

SP duration. MAC layer queue length in terms of number of

packets is used as states. A reward is computed as a function

of number of correctly received packets and an action is taken.

Three admission control algorithms for isochronous traffic that

are fair and compliant with the IEEE 802.11ad standard are

presented in [2]. It also proposes an EDF based scheduler

which guarantees appropriate SP durations to the admitted

isochronous requests before their respective deadlines. Unlike

the algorithms proposed in [4], the algorithms in [2] run with a

linear run time complexity even when the requests choose any

arbitrary values for their parameters. An admission control and

scheduling algorithm for isochronous traffic in IEEE 802.11ad

MAC that accounts for guard time overhead was reported

in [13].

V. CONCLUSION

We presented an admission control algorithm, ACIAR,

which admits both isochronous and asynchronous requests in

an IEEE 802.11ad MAC with a linear run time complexity

and is proportionally fair. It uses EDF scheduling algorithm

to allocate SP duration to the requests in a BI. We presented

performance results of the ACIAR algorithm using different

performance metrics and used different percentage mix of

asynchronous requests in the system to observe the impact

of asynchronous requests on the performance of isochronous

requests. It was observed that the number of isochronous

requests accepted as well as the BI utilization of isochronous

requests go down when they share the system with more

asynchronous requests. However, the performance of those

smaller number of accepted isochronous requests improves

with respect to other metrics such as allocation efficiency

(which translates to throughput) and delay due to this sharing.

We derived the conditions when performance loss, because

of considering asynchronous request as periodic in ACIAR

algorithm, may occur.
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